
Pete Radatti Answers Q's from 4-15-2023 USPA Masterclass 
How well or how long does water hold the rates? 
Ans:   As long as the water is kept in ideal conditions there is no limit. Ideal conditions are no sunlight  
(Keep in closet or use blue/brown/black glass bottle) and keep at room temp. 
 
If I printed a picture as witness and laminate it, how long can I use that picture on my machine? 
Ans: There is no practical limit but if you can't see the image on the photo (it washed out with age)  
Then either use a new witness or rejuvenate the image by putting it in the potentizer well and cold scan to 
restore the value of the witness. 
 
Can the lcd wrist watches that have 200-year range calendar be radionically potentized in a well? Say we set a 
date in the past on the watch. 
Ans:  It doesn't matter if it is a watch or any other device. It is the carbon/plastic that is potentized.  
The date on the watch is unimportant. 
 
Plz compare older Photo vs recent and head vs whole body date in the past so we can manifest to the past 
Ans: A witness is a witness, no matter how old.  The time of a witness is unimportant.  A baby picture is just 
as good as a photo of the same person at 90 years of age.  If you want to accomplish something in the past or 
future just set an expectation that you are working at a specific time/date. 
 
QUESTION: So, could you use a photo of a CD that has info on it, as a witness or a reagent? Have you tried the 
"potentizer" from the SE5 Machine compared to others radionics instruments? SUCCESS %? 
Ans:  Never tried using a photo of a cd containing information but I don't see why it couldn't work. Just 
dowse for yes/no, will this work?  I don't own an SE5 so I cannot give a proper answer.  
 
Can you change results of high blood pressure or blood sugar before going into the doctor to take a test? 
Ans: Well yes but why just the test results. That is cheating. Go for lowering the blood pressure and blood 
sugar. 
 
This is so interesting. How would someone go about reducing their cholesterol in a previous test? 
Ans:  There are rates to do that but you can also just cold scan for the rate. In fact, cold scanning is faster 
than looking up rates.  Keep in mind that medical opinion about cholesterol is changing. The size of the 
cholesterol and its relationship to other factors are important. 
 
What is potentizing? How is it done? 
Ans:  Potentize is storing rates in a media.  Media can be water, sand, crystals, oil, anything based on quartz 
or carbon. Basically dowse yes/no if something can be potentized. Mixed crushed gemstones are the gold 
standard having been tested as losing no strength after 30 years.  
 
Is there self-potentization by our thoughts of poor health? In terms of planning for old age or financial security 
Ans:  Yes!  I have seen people will themselves to death just as I have seen people hold on for a special event 
such as Christmas or a wedding. That is not self-potentization but a more basic effect of how we exist as 
humans. Emotions are extremely powerful and control our health, wealth, interactions and wealth. 
 
Can reagents placed into a well to increase intensity (such as colors, scents,) overpower the witness itself and 
dilute the focus of intention? 
Ans:  No. They have different functions and so there is no interaction.  
 
 



In what ways have you used reverse phase? 
Ans: Kill infections, even MSRA. Kill or drive away bugs eating a crop. Drive rats and mice out of buildings. 
 
Where can we get cards that already have your programs on them? 
Ans: I don't have the time to make master copies available, so Sammi makes them available at a low cost. 
He sources the cards, clears them, programs them, locks them, labels them and organizes them into a 
wallet-like book.  His phone number is +1 610-495-6858, saminox@hotmail.com 
 
Would one be able to copy a program/reagent from a picture if the particular reagent had a quality of having 
or needing a relationship to the original owner? I would like to have the program minus the connection to the 
owner of a reagent. An example would be a personally consecrated medal/amulet. 
Ans: Well, if the power of the amulet is engraved or in the shape then you can potentize the amulet with the 
Unlock Solid program twice. That will totally clear the amulet but anything that is part of the physical property 
of the amulet will not clear.  If you are thinking of wearing an amulet from a close family member, even one 
that died, then that will hold a connection to them.  That may or may not be a good thing.  If it is a bad 
thing, then you absolutely want to clear it before use.  If you look on the Internet there are a bunch of ways 
of clearing things like this including placing in natural running water (stream, river, ocean), placed in strong 
sunlight for a few hours.  If, you cannot clear the amulet because it will clear the program you want then 
potentize it with the photo of the person in reverse phase.  That will only remove the person and touch 
nothing else. 
 
Plz compare putting your whole rate book in the witness well vs a few carefully procures rates. 
How is it possible to broadcast your program on a plastic card without placing it in a radionic machine well? 
Ans:  I have tried that in the past.  It just doesn't work as well as setting dials or even writing the rates on 
paper one at a time.  I do not know why but maybe all the other words get in the way?  What I have not 
tried and it may solve the problem if you put the rate book in with the IF command. 
 
What has been your experience in helping people with diabetes? 
Ans: Diabetes is a tough one.  There are so many aspects and new information on diabetes is now showing 
that medical science does not know as much as they thought they did.  First there is some evidence that HPV 
of which there are 140 versions that infect humans may have an effect at the cellular level causing insulin 
resistance, there are strong emotions involved in diabetes, some of which is why we call the foods that make 
diabetes worse "comfort foods".   

Not only do they make you feel better but their negative effects can put you to sleep and make the 
problems go away for a short while.  There is also the tragic victim mentality.  Then there is the fact that if 
people lose weight Type 2 goes away but in the Western World our foods are contaminated with chemicals 
that cause Thyroid issues making it hard to lose weight, the main sweetener High Fructose Corn Sweetener 
causes liver damage making it harder for the body to deal with and our prepared foods are full of chemicals 
that force you to eat more.   
 All this in addition to our high sugar diets, program our microbiome toward parasitic overburden which 
causes you to crave sweet foods.  There are now known genetic markers (MTHFR, MTR, MTRR, AHCY, COMT) 
that cause malnutrition that can cause you to overeat with little benefit other than gaining weight.  You can 
learn more about this type of gene testing at https://10xhealthsystem.com/ I have no financial relationship 
with them.  

I think that treatment of this problem requires a medical doctor to help prescribe things like blood 
tests (A1C, Thyroid tests, Liver function and kidney tests, gene markers, etc.), perhaps the help of a mental 
health professional or coach, someone who knows actual nutrition and not someone with a nutritional degree 
who seem to hold opinions opposite to what is known to be good (monitor often and use drugs is in my 
opinion bad), choose food wisely (low carb, correct fats), herbalist  who can often help with things like 

https://10xhealthsystem.com/


craving and blood sugar levels.  Once all of that is in place then I think that radionics can support all of it, 
making it easy for the person undergoing treatment.  This is not a deal where you must look behind the 
cause but a matter of dozens of causes all up front and active.  Break the chain in a few places and things get 
better.  In my opinion, Radionics is best in a support role here where it can be the key to making it easy to 
get better.  By the way, people who are fat are often not at fault for overeating.  Corporations are killing us 
with their chemical based foods.  It is sometimes hard to understand how any of us survive this onslaught.  
 
I have heard from a guy who has a base 10 machine and he has been pushing base 12 now. What do you think 
about this idea of using base 12? 
Ans: It does not matter what base you use, they all work.  I even use machines that have no values on the 
dials.  You have to cold scan every time you use that machine. Perhaps that is a base zero! 
 
Do rates generated by computers like Copen work? 
Ans:  I don't know the Copen program, but I have used some of these computer generated radionics devices 
and I can tell you with no uncertainty that they work. 
 
Please compare command codes vs those rates that increase GV as far as effectiveness and success? 
Ans:  It is mostly a matter of what you are comfortable with.  I tend to use library of stored rates first for 
the biggest bang for the smallest time/effort.  I find that sometimes that is all that is needed.  I then go for 
individual rates, cold scan rates and finally command.  Sometimes it is simply better to write a command and 
send it.  The results can often be dramatic. 
 
How is it possible to associate sigil with the particular witness? 
Ans:  Put a printout of the sigil with the witness in the witness well then broadcast. 
 
Aplicum.com circuitry, in the hockey puck? 
Ans:  No, the hockey puck uses modern integrated circuits to produce a device that contains all the 
properties of a traditional RF radionics device.  There is an input coil, 200-gain amplifier outputs to a radio 
frequency transmitter where the output is sent to a dual spin pyramid coil.  There are a lot of supporting 
circuits in there that make it all work.  The goal of the HP is an inexpensive device that can be use 24 hours 
per day, 7 days per week.  It was designed by me to solve problems for me.  It just so happens that a lot of 
people are interested in the same problem set.  It took almost 2 years to find an RF subsection that was legal 
in the USA.  
 
How to do you keep witness/target safely separate 
Ans: A witness points to the target.  You cannot separate them. So the witness is anything that points to the 
target or actual. The witness points to you, the target is you. The witness is not you.  A photo of you is not 
you but is a witness of you.  If what you want to do is use multiple witnesses with program cards or even 
with all of them using the same rates you can separate the witnesses using the EWell Version 2 card.  It will 
stove pipe each witness and any program cards you sandwich with them.  Example EW2 - witness (cards) - 
EW2 - more 
 
More info on that conference plz 
Ans: A flyer was included with this report. 
 
Have instructions for the 2tb eWell with sigils been published? 
Ans: Yes, in the book "How to Build an Electronic Witness Well for Radionics", available on amazon.com.  You 
can add signals or witnesses of media to the EWell.  Put them in the directory of the Witness with the photos 
of the witness. 



 
Where in Colorado will the conference be and when 
Ans: Peetz, CO. in June.  See flyer attached. 
 
Wouldn’t flashing LEDs potentially cause seizures in some people? 
Ans: Sorry, I am not an MD so I have no idea except that thousands of home appliances have flashing LEDs 
that don't seem to cause a problem. 
 
Please consider joining or supporting https://www.psychotronics.org/ 
Ans: I am a member of the USPA and have been for many years.  
 
Can you speak about your big sea program? 
Ans: No, please review the video of Master Class 40. 
  
Even though the highest GV may not be the best, what causes extremely high GVs, for example over 100K? 
Ans:  The value of the GV really is unimportant.  It is a line in the sand that assists you in understanding 
what needs to be done.  For example if a health/other issue is less than GV then balance it to or above GV.  
If a toxin has any value you should balance it to zero.  The direction GV is moving is important.  If GV is 
moving up then that is good.  If GV is moving down that is bad.   If GV is zero the target is dead. What 
causes very high GV besides robust health?  An operator that is emotionally connected and they are getting 
false GV values.  An operator who traditionally gets high GV numbers.  For example, someone might get a 
GV of 10,000 while another operator gets a GV of 100 on the same target. They are both correct since the GV 
is for each target and operator pair at a specific moment.  There are a few other options but not worth 
mentioning unless the target is a Saint. 
 
Can you detail what device to attach on the back of the cell phone to mitigate the EMF? TY! 
Ans:  Lots of radionics operators and others sell either holographic stickers or small devices that assist with 
the cell phone radiation.  I use one of my cards, #64 Parcell Gamma.  It does not stop but protects against 
all forms of radiation damage.  Invented by Hazel Parcell converted to radionics by me.  
 
What programs should we carry - basic for first aid? 
Ans:  My #73 Radionics Rescue 
 
When you broadcast the card rate from your phone, how do you set the potency? 
Ans: By time and brightness settings.  Dowse for it. 
 
I use old cellphones for other things. If there is no SIM card is in the phone does it still put off microwave 
radiation from the back side? Can you recommend a piece of software that blocks the microwaves? 
Ans: Depends upon the cell phone manufacture’s design. 
 
 
Where do you order your cards from to make up rate cards? 
Ans:  I buy my cards from amazon.com and/or eBay.com but the price has been going up a lot. 
I have looked at www.alibaba.com (China) and the price is lower.  Search around for a good supplier 
 
QUESTION: So, with your IF card, you don't put any condition with it, just IF? (Programmer here) 
Ans:  Well reality is intelligent unlike computer hardware.  Consider it to be the most advanced AI that will 
ever be created.  Unlike computer programming reality knows what you want and corrects.  That is one of 
the reasons that I say radionics is forgiving.  You can also use the full if-then-else statement with operators.  

https://www.psychotronics.org/
file:///R:/Dropbox/LAPTOP/RADIONICS%20MASTER%20FOLDER/www.alibaba.com


 
Where do we purchase your devices? 
Ans:  There are none left.  Trying to make a second batch.  I don't have a website for you to look at yet. 
You can friend me on Facebook and I will announce a website once there is one available.  
 
Please show how you make your card (eg.253, what is in there) and how you use the IF and LOOP card. 
Thanks. 
Ans:  There are different ways to use the IF and LOOP statements.  If you are not a programmer then just 
include the IF or LOOP program in the well with the reagents.  It will sort itself out and work.   
 
What's the name of your last book and where can we find it? 
Ans:  Level-2 Radionics and all my books are available on amazon.com 
 
For a loop program, if I run it for 3 minutes as said with the intention and the instruction, it will run the 
necessary time until accomplish the goal? How to program the loop instruction? 
Ans:  Look at the description in the Level-2 book but the LOOP statement will basically keep whatever you 
had in the well running beyond the period of time you have the machine on.  Basically, existence will keep 
running the program until it is no longer needed. 
 
If I use a RAE card in the pone, it should work, correct? 
Ans:  Yes, all symbolic and photos of media will work 
 
I have a 3 dial device. Which is the best way to use a base 10 rate there? 
Ans:  Most 3 dial devices are base-10 devices.  If not, then just enter the rate on the dials as given, so 3-4-5 
would be 3 on first dial, 4 on second dial and 5 on third dial. 
 
Do you send rates simply by your own intention, that is, without any radionics instrument? 
Ans:  I can but generally I only do this when there is no machine nearby.  There are risks to doing it this way 
that you avoid by using a machine.  
 
To create a reagent with the IF statement, would we potentize each rate with the IF statement at the same 
time, or do we potentize IF then potentize the rate separately? I was a bit confused by the instructions in the 
book. 
Ans:  Yes.  Place the IF statement in the input well with whatever else you want in the well or on the dials.  
You can then potentize that into something or you can broadcast it. 
 
What is the financial fulfillment program? Can we buy it? 
Ans:  The financial fulfillment program is included in my public domain library. Sammi makes it available.  I 
gave his phone number up above.  This program does so much it is hard to believe but it works.  It will bring 
opportunities to you.  You still have to see and grab them.  It will also bring you more money for your crop 
if you broadcast from the beginning.  I also sometimes use it with someone who is sick because you cannot 
have financial fulfillment if you are sick.  It seems to help other programs in assisting the natural healing 
process. 
 
So the resistance to manifestation is in the operator not in the 'target' 
Ans:  It could be both or it could just be a matter of how things are at the moment.  When resistance is high 
I suggest looking sideways for a way around the resistance. 
 
Thanks Pete! What do you do for Hashimoto's disease; my husband has it? 



Ans:  I do a series of radionics programs and I also do supplements that assist with Hashimoto’s. I also gave 
up eating wheat.  I suggest you find an alternative doctor who deals with the issue. 
 
And Roundup is ubiquitously sprayed on all wheat grown in Canada (at the very least) to dry it down (i.e. 
desiccate) before harvest. 
Ans:  Yes and in the USA.   
 
Will you have The Conshy Meetups in the future? Any classes coming up? 
Ans:  Yes to Conshohocken Radionics Meetup in the future.  Not sure when.  The Pete in Peetz class is this 
June.  See flyer attached. 
 
Can a simple magnetic sheet serve as a basic radionic amplifier? 
Ans:  Yes.  You can put signals on the sheet and it will broadcast.  Make sure you dowse for which side of 
the magnet you are using N/S. 
 
I WOULD LIKE TO ASK ABOUT THE REASONS FOR USING OTHER PEOPLE'S RATES, OBTAINED AT ANOTHER TIME 
AND IN OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES I KNOW I CAN CREATE MY OWN RATES EVERY TIME. MY QUESTION IS WHY 
USE OTHER PEOPLE'S RATES? WHT'S THE POINT OF IT?  
Ans:  Because there are a lot of very good radionics operators who have already solved some complex 
problems.  Why reinvent the wheel?  You make no progress that way. 
 
How does the well know if you are adding another witness or adding more reagents? 
Ans:  The well doesn't know but existence which you are operating upon with the machine knows because 
you are suddenly pointing to two targets instead of one. 
 
 
How do you dowse? 
Ans:  If you know stick that is a type of dowsing.  If you don't know how to do this I cover it in my books. 
 
 
Like with drugs, which are cut differently and require different rates each time to overcome their harm in 
 effects, how does it work to overcome side effects of  
Ans:  Each problem has a unique solution that is required. I cannot give a one size fits all answer to this 
question. 
 
QUESTION: What is the best type of plate (to use in place of a well) to use - stainless steel, copper, non-metal? 
Ans:  I like Copper best. It has never failed and if you use copper foil (amazon.com and garden supply stores) 
it is inexpensive to use. In addition, the glue on the back of copper foil is conductive so you don't have to 
solder. 
 
KRT devices are designed for out of phase broadcast. So if we broadcast love, does it get flipped to hate? KRT 
personal Instruments don't have a phase switch. Can you potentize the titanium rod in a spine, does it contain 
carbon? 
Replying to "KRT devices are desi..."No. It doesn’t work like that. All radionics instruments broadcast out of 
phase normally. What Pete described is a slightly different action. 
Ans:  This confusion about how the insides of different devices work is not worth the effort to consider. 
If you are  using a machine all you need to know is that it will do what you tell it to do. How it works inside, 
who cares, unless you are designing systems.  Whoever gave the answer above is correct; the machine works 
on the action given. 



 
Best way to get up to date news on when Pete releases new machines, books etc.? 
Ans:  Go to radatti.com/books/ and signup for the mailing list.  In addition, if you use Facebook you can 
friend me there. 
 
What's your thoughts on the Servranx graphics compared to electronics instruments? Have you tried them? 
Ans: Sorry, I have not tried them and am unqualified to hold an opinion. 
 
Which book contains the plans for Arduino/Raspberry Pi radionics machines? Is this "AetherOnePi" GitHub for 
the Raspberry Pi Open Source machine?  https://github.com/isuretpolos/AetherOnePi 
 
Ans:  The Level-2 book shows how to construct the Arduino part of the device. You can hook that up to any 
computer you want, including Raspberry Pi.  The primary site for this is on Facebook. Github is the primary 
source code depositary. 
 
QUESTION: Can you just use a Rife frequency as a reagent vs a rate? Is there any logical connection or 
translation method between the two? In other words, do frequencies directly relate to rates in any way? 
Ans:  A frequency is not a rate but you can transmit frequencies (or music) via radionics. I hook up my 
Spooky2 Rife machine to my KRT via the round BNC connector. I can then transmit the frequency along with 
rates or I can potentize them into something. 
 
Online place to learn basic radionics in small group? Is there such a place? 
Ans:  I don't know of any.  Sorry.   
 
I would love if possible recommendations to build radionics machines. 
Ans:  You are in luck.  My next book is how to build your own base-10 machine. 
 
Regarding the broadcasting from a cell phone - can I take a copy of a rate and then broadcast? 
Ans:  Not sure what you are asking but if you mean make a photo of a written rate, yes that will work on a 
cell phone. 
 
Glaucoma ideas if he has time, how to think about treating it 
Ans:  I remember someone has a program for this but can't remember how.  Ask Sammi.  
 
Do you put the phone in well for emf radiation broadcast- or what do I broadcast to put ON phone? 
Ans:  The light going through the witness displayed on your cell phone is the actual broadcast. The 
microwave, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi frequencies have nothing to do in this case.  You do not have to put the cell 
phone in anything.  The screen is the radionics broadcaster! 
 
Disabling cell phone- Faraday cage or wrap in aluminum foil?? 
Ans:  A Faraday case is the only thing that is 100% proven.  Aluminum foil may work or may make it worse.  
There are inexpensive devices on the Internet you can buy to test the strength of the cell phone broadcast.  
In addition, the further away you are from a cell tower the more radiation the phone puts out in order to 
reach the closest tower. 
 
 
Do you need to keep the screen on to use cellphone radionic broadcasting programs? 
Ans:  Yes, it is the light of the screen doing the broadcast. 
 

https://github.com/isuretpolos/AetherOnePi


Curious if you've tried Astral Projection / Out of Body Experience? 
Ans:  Yes, I do that.  I learned it the hard way.  I suggest people learn with an instructor. 
 
Not sure what crunchy creatures are /. Is radionics safe for ordinary people to study and use? 
Ans:  Just my silly name for things that want to bite you and eat your life force. 
 
Can you talk about the "crunchy critters" you mentioned, why they are attracted to some people vs others, 
how to protect against them, how you know they've arrived, and how to get rid of them 
Ans:  Crunchy critter is what I call all of the things that exist in the spiritual level just above the physical level 
that basically want to eat your life force.  They are attracted to large life force source and when you are 
working directly you emit light and are very easy to see as a big life force.  When you use Radionics, you do 
not emit, the machine does and it cannot be eaten since it does not have life force. 
 
hahah I heard "NO you don't need permission" in Uncle Chuckie's voice 
Ans:  Yes, I hear his voice when I say that.  I even have one friend who jokes and calls me Uncle Pete i.e. 
Chuck is a friend and mentor. I have much respect for him. 
 
 
QUESTION: Have you heard of capturing a person's voice over a corded phone into water and using that as a 
witness? 
Ans:  Have not heard of that but it should work just fine.  Also, just record it on a thumb drive and put the 
thumb drive in the witness well. 
 
How do you handle other autoimmune issues... things like Sjogren's syndrome, RA, etc.? 80% of degenerative 
diseases/ autoimmune, etc. stem from broken mitochondrial function. Aside from taking away "the poisons", 
you have to provide your body with the means to repair itself. It all comes back to optimizing mitochondrial 
function, which is fundamentally based in the physics of bio-photonics. Does the Government use radionics 
these days really 
Ans: First it is not just broken mitochondrial but also a broken microbiome and immune system. There are 
people working on mitochondrial issues. I talk about the microbiome in one of my books and I talk about 
activated "broken" genes in this text above. 
 
Is it possible to import Italian wheat flour to avoid both gmo gluten and roundup? 
Ans: Yes, amazon.com sells it.  There is also an importer in Brooklyn that sells it in large sacks. 
 
Sunlight is a frequency--- actually many frequencies. You need proper and continuous sunlight exposure  
for your body to function as it was built 
Ans:  There are many books and a long history of sunlight being God's medicine.  
 
The Shadow Knows newsletter can be found archived here. Any new issues will also be archived here. 
https://harmonicenergyworks.com/resourc/ 
 
I think it would be very interesting if Mr. Radatti made a video course. A book is all very well but there is 
nothing better than SEEING things. 
Ans:  You are in luck.  There is a 16-hour video course available at the Peetz conference.  Contact the 
people on the flyer to ask about it. 

https://harmonicenergyworks.com/resourc/

